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intelligently, but hardly ever with
anything approaching a quotable
remark and too frequently with that
kind of and
on-- t statement which
defies summation and seems intended
to demonstrate that he is thinking
without revealing what he is thinking.

"I hear you've been up to see
Muskie," one reporter will remark to
another. "Did he say anything?" The
answer invariably is "No."

The story is told that on his last
trip to California Muskie had a
conversation with a Democratic leader
of Jewish faith who complimented
him on his visit to Israel and said, "I
was glad to hear you were impressed
with what Israel is doing."

To which Muskie replied, "I was
impressed. But I was also impressed by
what Egypt is doing." It was an
honest, if impolitic remark and it
reveals either a certain courage or a
certain inclination to be on both sides
of any question.

The reporters in Washington may
misjudge the man. His answers to their
questions may be the answers of a

deeply thoughtful man who sees
problems in the round and rejects
what he may regard as the too
simplistic answer.

But however his problem may be
defined, Muskie is not coming on as a
man with answers. He is not getting
much press attention and he is not
saying anything which makes party
leaders here stop and pay attention.

Joy Andres

Med Student
34 14 wpm. 80

Perry Rikli

East High School

1933 wpm. 75

I now enjoy doing my read-

ing more. I look forward
to coming back and im
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David Kennedy
Lincoln - East
2600 wpm. 60

I am now more interested
in doing further reading. I
see now, how much I had
missed.

Reuben Sullivan
USAF Career Officer
2300 wpm 86
A reading and comprehen-
sion improvement course
should always be considered
as a desirable addition to a
person's kit of tools if that
person has any responsi-
bility or desire to read.

Reading Dynamics has help-
ed me to increase my speed
in technical material (gen-
etics, chemistry, math) as
well as in newspapers etc.proving even more.
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Front runner
It is a difficult rcle to be a front

runner. If you take too strong
positions, you may have to change
them due to events. If you make
yourself too well-know- n, you make
enemies and people may grow tired of
you. But if you do what Muskie is now
doing, you do not look like a leader.
That is the Muskie malaise.

As one veteran California politician
puts it, "If he doesn't say something
pretty soon which establishes him is a
front runner, people are going to be
asking, 'Why should he be the front
runner?' "On the day they say that
he's through."

M. M. McNeil

United of Omaha

4189 wpm. 76

Mor effective use of time.

Nancy Pettett
Univ. of Nebr.

1790 wpm. 90

The recall ideas for memory
have helped even more than
the speed.

Robert Bartel
4265 wpm. 80
Nebraska Wesleyan

Save time Concentration
increases Greater enjoy-
ment in reading.

Nancy Land, Omaha
Guidance counselor

2050 wpm. 82

I think that the most im-

portant point to make is the
tact that this course really
works.

Evelyn Wood READING DYNAMICS
1601 "P" St. Liiicoln, iobraslca 435-21- 68

leap editor
LOCATION: 1601 P Stroot

DAILY: 1 p.m. 10 p.m.
CALL: 435-216- 8

CLASSES iOGiEWS
According to YOUR Own Schodula

A continuation would be
emphasis of race on admissions.
Would the administration accept
one person over another merely
because the chosen one marked
the minority group box? This
could be the combined effect of
the ASUN Senate's resolution
and the proposed enrollment
leveling.

Third, I question the
implication of the phrase "at
least in proportion...", implying
that the correct percentage was
the minimum and anything more
would be better. If the
administration picks a professor
from a minority group and
pastes over several other possibly
better qualified majority group
Erofessors so they can point to

say that they don't
discriminate, that is hypocritical
and worse discrimination than
having an all-whi- te faculty.

While minority groups have
been taken advantage of in the
past, I do not believe that
sufficient reason for them to
receive special privileges now.

Sincerely,
Randall R. Carlson
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